Links to installation videos produced by vendors of soil moisture Sensors

The three companies below offer videos that explain how to install their products. This list is a companion to the website “Understanding Crop Irrigation”, which is a resource produced by the University of Wisconsin-Extension. The inclusion of equipment manufacturers and/or product names are for example purposes only and does not constitute endorsement or condemnation if not included by the University of Wisconsin or University of Wisconsin - Extension.

Sensor Installation videos:

IRROMETER and WATERMARK sensor installation – 
http://www.irrometer.com/videos.html

Spectrum WaterScout SM100 sensor installation –
http://www.specmeters.com/videos/ (scroll down to middle section of page)

Meter Group (formerly Decagon Devices) TEROS sensor installation –
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-mnet-001&hsimp=yhs-001&hspart=mnet&p=meter+group+sensors&id=1&vid=13753f75a564d433232d60ad4df2758f&action=click

How to install ECHO EC – 5 Soil Moisture Sensor
https://www.metergroup.com/environment/articles/video-install-soil-moisture-sensors/

Resource list for website: Understanding Crop Irrigation
http://fyi.uwex.edu/cropirrigation University of Wisconsin-Madison
Department of Biological Systems Engineering
and University